
Warren Historical Society

April 18, 2018

Members Present: Debbie Wetmore, Rachel McCuin, Zelda LaVanway, Leon Bruno, Ellen Bruno,

Judy Phelon & Cindi Jones.

Gas Light - Cindi has talked Kevin Collins about the gas light.

Treasurers Report: Balance: $4,080.56.

Sandwich Boards: Leon Reported that they are just about done.

Membership Drive: Letters to go out after Judy finds out more about the Barns & Bridges and Festival of

Arts.

Displays second Floor of the Barn - Ellen talked with Reta and we can take pictures of the display and

have them rolling on a computer screen down stairs.

Flag: - Cindi will call the school and schedule a day the end of May to go up and fold it and bring it to is
home.

Barn Painting - Candy Barr - the group discussed and didn't think it should be painted on the outside

due to maintenance and keeping the barn historic. Another thought was panels for inside the barn.

Barns & Bridges-Judy would contact the person and see what this entails to be part of the tour and

what they would need for advertising. The Festival of the arts run from July to August and Judy would

find out more information for the next meeting. If we are on the Barns and Bridges Tour, we need to

put together a History Handout of the barn.

Judy also mentioned the sugarhouse on the corner of West Hill and Golf Course. The Cahillys were

doing a go fund me page to raise money to fix it. (Ernest Ralph's Sugarhouse) She thought maybe the

historical society might want to mention it the public.

Hearse - Leon had spoken to Wayne Kathan about concerning the Hearse. Wayne indicates there is a

name plate under the underside of the hearse. We will investigate further, when it gets warmer

weather.

Benches - Ellen and Leon have 6 benches at their home and 2 are ready for the last coat of urethane.

There will be a total of 7 reconstructed.

A Project for the winter would be to take a map of the town and find the old pictures and put them on a

map with the locations.

Next Meeting is May 23 at 5:00.

Minutes Respectfully Submitted by,
Cindi Jones


